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Chapter 2 

Sanka River Basin: An Overview 

2.1 Introduction 

Drainage divide is the boundary between drainage basins. A drainage basin provides a limited 

surface area within which physical processes pertinent to the general hydrology may be 

considered. For better understanding of landscape formation within basin moisture and 

energy balance, denudation rates, water storage, evapotranspiration and sediment discharge 

may be measured. In terms of moisture the study of basin is very important for assessment of 

hydrologic analysis and management of surface and ground water. Hydrologic factors of 

basin highly correlated to physiographic units (Rastogi et al., 1976) 

The physical formation of the Sanka basin is principally dependent on its geologic 

composition, being the controlling factor in development of landforms. The Sanka River 

basin lies within the latitudes of 23˚01ʹ 52ʺ N - 23˚ 11ʹ 35ʺ N and longitudes of 86˚01ʹ 22ʺ E - 

86˚12ʹ 42ʺ E on the south eastern fringe of Chotonagpur plateau. The Sanka River is an 

important left bank tributary of the Subarnarekha River (Fig. 2.01). The Sanka River 

originates from the high elevation zone of Matha Protected Forest (Puruliya district) near 

Gorgaburu peak (677 m) in West Bengal and flows south west into the Subarnarekha River 

near Chandil (Saraikela Kharsawan district) in Jharkhand forming an inter-state basin. Sanka 

river has been flowing from the south of Edelbera and Puniyashasan villages of Baghmundi 

block of Puruliya district, close to Ajodhya Pahar  in West Bengal to flow southward through 

a rugged terrain receiving many tributaries on both the banks. The river is flowing through 

Balarmpur and Baghmundi blocks of Puruliya district of west Bengal. In West Bengal the 

basin covers parts of Balarmpur and Baghmundi blocks of Puruliya district.   The river enters 

in Jharkhand and it flows further south and again towards west. It meets with the 

Subarnarekha River at Dhatkidiah near Chandil Dam at a junction of 23° 01ʹ 22ʺ N latitude 

and 86 ° 01ʹ 22ʺ E longitude. In Jharkhand the basin covers parts of Kukru and Nimdih 

blocks of Saraikela Kharsawan district. Sanka River is the main lifeline of the basin area. The 

upper reach falls within Puruliya district of West Bengal and the lower reach in Saraikela 

Kharsawan district of Jharkhand. The total area of the basin is 191.15 square kilometers. 

Basin area covers two blocks of Puruliya district of west Bengal namely Balarampur and 
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Baghmundi and two blocks of Saraikela Kharsawa district of Jharkhand namely Kukru and 

Nimdih. In total basin covers total four blocks of Puruliya and Saraikela Kharsawan Districts 

of West Bengal and Jharkhand (Fig. 2.02). Total 75 villages and one Town -Balarampur CT 

and part of Matha Protected Forest (Fig. 2.03) lies entirely or partly within the basin area of 

the above mentioned four blocks. During its course through a rugged terrain the river receives 

many tributaries on both the banks as the resultant physical environment in the region is due 

to different geomorphic processes, each of which has developed its own characteristic 

assemblage of landforms (Thornbury, 1954). The river basin and the river with tributaries 

delineated from Survey of India Topographical maps, aided by SRTM DEM tiles to that 

study area. 

2.2 Focal themes of the Chapter 

The focal themes of this chapter are:  

1. Detailed discussion about the courses and characteristics of Sanka River and its main

tributaries

2. To explain about different physical and social attributes of Sanka River basin and its

spatial variation

2.3 Materials and methods 

Materials 

 The description of the Sanka River and its tributaries were executed from Survey of

India topographical maps (Number 73/I/4/NE, 73/I/4/SE, 73/I/4/NW and 73/I/4/SW

of scale 1:25000) under GIS environment and Google Earth images. Field survey also

had done for various points along main course as well as tributaries and other many

parts of the basin.

 To understand the Geomorphology of the basin area analysis of SOI topographical

maps, contours, Google Earth 3D terrain model, GSI maps have consulted. Technical

Report of Central Ground Water Board (CGWB) has also discussed.

 Province of major rock group and surface lithology of the basin had prepared from

District Resource Maps of Puruliya and West Singbhum (scale 1:250000).
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 Fig. 2.01
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Fig. 2.02 

Fig. 2.03
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 Geological Survey of India (GSI). These maps were based on Ranchi, Puruliya,

Jamshedpur and Chaibasa Quadrangle of Geological Survey of India (SOI Nos. 73F,

73J, 73I and 73E). District Planning Series Maps of Puruliya and West Sighbhum also

consulted for this purpose.

 To understand the climatic condition of the basin monthly rainfall and temperature

data had collected from Indian Metrological Department (IMD) for ten years and

Additional Directorate of Agriculture (ADA), Balarampur and Baghmundi blocks of

Puruliya district, West Bengal. Data has represented in graphical form to understand

the variation for a decade.

 Inhabitants of the basin area also considered. Village-wise data from Census of India

(2011) has used to understand the population pressure, their distribution and

composition throughout the basin area.

2.4 Geology 

Geology is mainly concerned with two things, one is the materials and configuration of the 

earth and another one is succession of events throughout geological history of the earth 

(Miller, 1954). The configuration of earth’s surface depends on material as well as the 

different forces which acting on it. The evolution of geomorphic landform depends mainly on 

the basis of configuration and materials apart from climatic and other exogenesis factors. The 

study of lithosphere is the main concern for Sanka River basin. Drainage system is highly 

controlled by lithological structure apart from climatic condition. Water tends to follow 

through low lying zone and least resistance area towards down slope in shortest way to join 

the trunk stream or to achieve global the global base level. It has observed that river cannot 

able to flow directly in a straight path because of geological controlled area and flows in 

various suitable paths. Underlying rocks provide possible platform for flowing the water. As 

a result geological structure controls the possible path of a stream. The stream erodes the rock 

material when it passes over rocks and provides suitable condition for soil formation. 
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 Fig.2.04  
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The Sanka River basin is located in between Singhbhum Shear Zone (SSZ) in the south and 

North Puruliya Shear Zone (NPSZ) in the north. The Sanka Basin is sandwiched between 

above mentioned two shear zones. South Puruliya Shear Zone (SPSZ) located near the middle 

portion within the basin and this shear zone is the boundary between Sighbhum group and 

Chhotanagpur Gneissic Complex group of rocks. Broadly the can be divided in three parts 

upper or northern, middle and southern or lower part on basis of major rock types in these 

three broad area. The Sanka basin embraces diverse group of rocks of various ages ranging 

from Achaean to Proterozoic. The basin has covered with approximately twelve types of 

rocks. Majority of the basin area covered with Granite- gneiss of Chhotanagpur Gneissic 

Complex mainly composed of Proterozoic era, chlorite of Singhbhum group mainly 

composed with ferrous, magnesium, nickel and manganese of Palaeo-Proterozoic era. Other 

two major types of rocks are Mica Schist with Hornblende Schist and Hornblende Schist with 

Epidiorite of Sighbhum group and formed during Palaeo-Proterozoic era in geological time 

scale. Two typical intrusive types of rock also observed within the basin area one is Intrusive 

granites of Meso-Proterozoic age and other is acid intrusive pegmatite of Proterozoic era 

found in small patches within basin area. Other rocks like quartzite, tuff, tuffaceous Psammo-

pelite belongs to Sighbhum group and formed during Palaeo-Proterozoic age (Fig. 2.04). 

Northern tip of the Sanka basin from where the Sanka River originates complex geological 

structure has observed. The distinctive rock types are hornblende schist, amphibolites, meta 

ultrabasite. This part having highest elevation (640m) point of the basin. Below the above 

mentioned rock type the majority portion of the north side of the basin is covered with 

different types of rock, especially hard and massive rock namely granite-gneiss rock. Sanka 

River leaving the previously above mentioned rock groups enters in granite-gneiss rock 

composed area with some patches of hornblende gneiss, hornblende schist and amphibolites. 

The granite-gneiss bed has gone through structural deformation and evidence of that 

deformation is clearly observed through the presence of folds, joints, fractures and faults 

within the basin area. Within granite-gneiss bed quartzite veins observed in many parts of the 

basin. Granite-gneissic outcrops observed within this area of the basin. In several parts of the 

basin area as well as within river bed numerous outcrops observed. Sometimes beneath the 

surface soil cover hard rock present even within agricultural field. These outcrops sometimes 

utilised for drying the crops and other purposes by inhabitants of the basin. The granite-

gneiss bed dips towards South East (SE) at an angle of 72˚ with strike of foliation in NE to 

SW direction in Baghmundi block of Puruliya within basin area. This bed also dips towards 

South East (SE) at an angle of 60˚ with strike of foliation in NE to SW direction in 
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Balarampur block of Puruliya within basin area. The underlying type of rock provides 

suitable condition for the formation of soil with help of different denudation and soil forming 

processes. In the northern and eastern part of this bed some bands of hornblende gneiss found 

belongs to Chhotanagpur gneissic complex group of Proterozoic age. Central and eastern 

parts of this also have numerous small patches of hornblende schist and amphibolite belongs 

to unclassified metamorphic group of Archaean to Palaeo-Proterozoic. 

Middle portion of the Sanka River basin composed soft and flaky type of rocks. The typical 

types of rock are chlorite- sericite schist, mica schist belongs to Singhbhum group of Palaeo-

proterozoic. The chlorite bed dips towards South West (SW) at an angle of 25˚ with strike of 

foliation in NE to SW direction near the western part of the basin. Dudhi jhor which is an 

important tributary of Sanka River has originated near this place. In eastern part of the middle 

basin area’s chlorite bed dips towards South West (SW) at an angle of 75˚ with strike of 

foliation in nearly East to West direction. Some parallel and sub parallel acid intrusive of 

pegmatite rock ridges are prominent in this area. Near to this area another important tributary 

Erka nala originated from this inclined chlorite beds with parallel ridges.  

The southern or lower portion of the Sanka river basin mainly composed with Singhbhum 

group of rocks with acid intrusive of pegmatite. This area has undergone complex formation. 

Typical rock types are hornblende schist, epidiorite, quartzite, cherty quartzite, mica schist 

with hornblende schist, tuff, tuffaceous psammo-pelite, pegmatite. In this portion different 

types of rocks are in parallel to each other.  

The basin area has quite good potential for construction material and building stones. The 

basin area is also rich with different minerals. Within the basin many important minerals has 

observed, northern and middle portion of the basin area are rich in kaynite, mica, apatite and 

dimension stone and southern portion rich in kainite, copper ore, china clay, gold and glass 

sand. 

2.5 Sanka River: Channel Network 

Headstream of the Sanka river originates on the southern slopes of Ajodhya Pahar  86°9ʹ50ʹʹ 

E, 23°11ʹ30ʹʹ N at the elevation of 600 meter, south of Edelbera village. The first tributary 

joins (86°9ʹ53ʹʹ E, 23°11ʹ05ʹʹ N) with the river 800 meter downstream from the source of the 

river. Upstream area the river has average width 7-9 meter. The headstream of Sanka River 

has started at the elevation of 600 meter of schist and amphibolites peak flowing straight 

towards south following narrow passage between two peaks nearly for 2 kilometers and then 
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takes a sharp bent towards its west direction. Many small tributaries came down from the 

hills of the both sides of the river and joins the River. After leaving the earlier schist and 

amphibolites composed land the River enters to the granite-gneiss and hornblende-gneiss 

composed earth surface and making its course by down cutting.  Towards east the river flows 

for one kilometer and then its takes a sharp bent (86°9ʹ10ʹʹ E, 23°10ʹ48ʹʹ N) towards south. 

Towards the south direction the river flows for 2 kilometers and becomes a meandering river. 

The course of the river is highly controlled by the topographic setup and underlying geologic 

structure. The headstream of Sanka River has three main headstreams. The headstream of 

Sanka River is known as Katlajal Nala. The Sanka upstream has three branches, one of them 

from the western side, another from northern side which is known as Katlajal Nala and last 

one from the eastern side.  

The western branch originated 3.5 km northwest of Pardih village (86°08ʹ48ʺ E, 23°08ʹ20ʺ 

N) and from south western slope of Ajodhya Pahar at a height of 600 meter. The river

receives many tributaries from both the sides. The river reaches to 300 meter altitude from 

600 meter within stretch of one kilometer also joins with one important unnamed tributary 

from left side after passing through the confines of two hill spur which carries huge water. 

Pardih dam was built on these combined courses near pardih village. The dam is surrounded 

by hills in three sides. After crossing the dam the river joins with Katlajal Nala within teak 

plantation area, near 86°08ʹ56ʺ E, 23°08ʹ40ʺ N. The combined flows of the both rivers are 

flowing towards south over the foothill region through well defined down cut channel in a 

meandering course. 

Locally known the Srigi Nala rises from three and half km north of the village of Siringi 

(86°10ʹ46ʺ E, 23°10ʹ5ʺ N) at elevation of 570 m from granite-gneiss composed hills. The 

river also sometimes known as Srigi Nala, flows towards west collect water from many 

tributaries and then joins Katlajal Nala. 

Both the rivers originated at the elevation near to 600 m, flowing through well defined 

channels and continued through Sal forest belt of hilly region and then flows through teak 

plantation area, leaves the foothill area and then united at plain region of Chirudih village 

(86°9ʹ13ʺ E, 23°7ʹ25ʺ N). The above mentioned combined streams are known as Sanka River. 
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(a)Tributary of the Sanka River at Munibera   (b) Upstream of the Sanka River at Rasuldih

(c) Tributary of the Sanka River at Rugrih (d) The Srigi Nala at Gopalpur

(e) The Srigi Nala at Khutadih (f) The Srigi Nala at Purudih

downstream of Purudih Dam

PLATE- I 

Picture Courtesy: Author, 2017 
Ref.: Fig. 2.03 

 (a)  (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f)
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(a) The Kathlajal Nala at Chirugara (b) The Kathlajal Nala at Garga

(c) The Sanka River at Muru (d) The Dudhi Jhor at Jhimri

(e) The Sanka River at Dabha after the (f) The Sanka River at Bandu near

confluence of Srigi Nala and Kathlajal Nala         its confluence with Subarnarekha River 

PLATE - II 

Picture Courtesy: Author, 2017    
Ref.: Fig. 2.03 

(e) (f) 
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The Sanka River after the confluence point then flowing towards southwest direction for 

about half mile and receives water from its tributary which has originated from Matha 

Protected Forest, north of Dhaska Village (86°9ʹ13ʺ E, 23°7ʹ25ʺ N), locally known as Dhaska 

Nala. The river has rises beyond the 610 meter contour within dense Sal forest of Matha 

Protected Forest (P.F.) of amphibolites and granite-gneiss composed surface. The river flows 

towards southwest direction through the Dhaska village and then through Matha P.F and 

joins with Sanka River within the forest area, one and half kilometer south of Chanuria 

village.  

The Sanka River flows towards south nearly in a straight course up to the border of west 

Bengal and Jharkhand and then turns towards west. At the boundary between of the above 

mentioned two states Sanka River joins with one important tributary Erka Nala on its left 

bank coming from east towards west and joins at Panra Village (86°07ʹ43ʺ E, 23°5ʹ11ʺ N). 

The Erka Nala rises from Erka village area and the river named according to the locality.  

Fig. 2.05 
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The Sanka River flows along the border line for three kilometers and takes a sharp turn 

towards south at the confluence point with another unnamed tributary, originated from Matha 

P.F. mainly with teak trees near to 280 meter contour, and enters in Saraikela Kharsawa 

district of Jharkhand. It flowing towards south in a meandering course, receives many 

tributaries form both sides mainly from right sides. 

From the south of Jhimri village (86°05ʹ10ʺ E, 23°03ʹ43ʺ N) the Sanka River rounds near 

Bandu, Heben and Muru Villages towards northwest direction, continuing to flow through the 

loop for about seven kilometers creating a huge meander. The river turns roundly due the 

presence of epdiorite hill and flows according to above mentioned direction. The river then 

receives the water from one last important tributary Dudhi jhor on its right bank near south of 

Uria village.  

The river flows in a meandering course over the granite- gneiss, pegmatite hilly region, 

undulating Schist, lateritic zone and finally over alluvial segment to join the Subarnarekha 

river near south of Kumari village 23° 01ʹ 22ʺ N latitude and 86 ° 01ʹ 22ʺ E longitudes within 

Chandil Dam. Lower reaches of the river is perennial during summer time the depth of water 

is few feet where as during monsoon the water level rises approximately five to six times than 

the summer season. Throughout the river course from its source to middle reaches and on its 

tributaries numerous check dams has built mainly in high altitude area considering contours, 

to store the water for future uses. Average width of the river varies 35 – 45 meter.  

2.6 Major Tributaries of Sanka River Basin 

There are many tributaries of Sanka River. Major tributaries like Srigi Nala, Erka Nala and 

Dudhi jhor has mentioned (Fig. 2.05) here. Locally known the Srigi Nala rises from one and 

half mile north of the village of Siringi (86°10ʹ46ʺ E, 23°10ʹ5ʺ N) at elevation of 570 m. It 

flowing towards south, receives many tributaries form the flanks of ridges of Ajodhya hill 

form both sides mainly from right sides. After travelling three kilometers from the source it 

has started to follow the valley located between Ajodhya Hill and Kanadungri Hills (453m). 

After passing out of the two hill spurs it flows to Sanka River. It also receives many small 

tributaries originated from Kanadungri Hills. Kanadungri Hills and streams rises from the 

hill are located in eastern side of the Srigi Nala. In the western side of Srigi nala many 

tributaries originated flowing through well defined channels, collecting tributaries from both 

sides and then join with Srigi Nala and finally Katlajal Nala. Many small channels originated 

near Balarampur (C.T.) high altitude area and joins with Srigi Nala. The combined flow of 
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Srigi Nala and Katlajal Nala are known as Sanka River (86°08ʹ56ʺ E, 23°08ʹ40ʺ N). At 

present throughout its course many check dams have built along its course near Pardih, 

Parudih, Gerua, Chirugara and also in other areas of the basin to ensure the water 

availability during summer and winter. No water flows down from majority of check dams 

during summer.  

The Erka Nala (86°11ʹ07ʺ E, 23°04ʹ50ʺ N) rises from east and southeast of Erka village 

(86°09ʹ30ʺ E, 23°04ʹ56ʺ N) area near the 300 meter contour and the river named according to 

the locality. The river flows over schist composed earth surface. The river flowing towards 

west through Acacia plantation area then enters to foothill region after crossing the plantation 

area where many small tributaries joins from both sides.  

Dudhi jhor (86°03ʹ20ʺ E, 23°07ʹ12ʺ N) rises from Matha Protected Forest (P.F) area near the 

altitude of 270 meter. The source area of Matha P.F. from where the Dudhi jhor rises is 

mainly covered with Sal forest. The river also gets supply of huge water from its tributaries 

which are rises also from Matha P.F. Leaving the forest area the small river enters in 

Saraikela Kharsawa district of Jharkhand. It started to flow southward through the villages of 

Berasisiram, Haitiral, Chunchunia, Karargama, Kishundih and into the Uria. This river 

carries water throughout the year through its course. During lean period the supply of water is 

less but it’s a perennial river. Some check dams also built on the river bed and on the bed of 

other tributaries of Dudhi jhor. The river flows over schist composed earth surface for the 

length of approximately 11 kilometers and joins with Sanka River (86°02ʹ54ʺ E, 23°03ʹ26ʺ 

N) at the South of Uria Village (86°02ʹ32ʺ E, 23°03ʹ58ʺ N).

2.7 Climatic characteristics 

The study area is located in Puruliya district of West Bengal and Saraikela Kharsawa district  

of Jharkhand state. The sanka river is a non-perennial river, but lower reach is a perrenial. 

The average rainfall of that area always below the normal rainfall but in some months the 

total rainfall exceeds the normal rainfall of the month and due to high slope occur heavy 

devastating flood or flash flood and heavy damages of life and habitat. In that region 

temperature condition is plateau type means there is high difference between maximum and 

minimum temperature of a day. In general the maximum temperatue found in the month of 

April and May and minimum temperatue found in the month of  November and December. 

climatic data of Puruliya and Saraikela Kharsawan district have collected from Indian 
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Meterological Department for ten years which are mentioned below and executed by 

graphical representation on the basis of that data which have elastrated below. 

Table 2.01: Rainfall (mm) of Puruliya District 

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Month 
Jan 1 0 4 37 1 2 28.9 5 0.1 0 
Feb 0 1 1 22 14 31 0.1 15.5 0 0.5 
Mar 9 1 37 6 2 25 3.1 5.5 13.6 3.3 
Apr 0 9 38 50 43 2 72.7 0.1 43.7 76.5 
May 116 79 79 24 246 61 86.7 73.5 115.3 73.3 
June 59 104 421 145 201 163 162.5 151.8 186.2 209.2 
July 197 159 227 354 190 252 563.6 250.1 568.2 274.8 
Aug 295 192 393 299 300 230 187.7 506.8 249.6 233.9 
Sep 267 148 337 363 219 193 79.6 329.6 197 175.4 
Oct 77 46 20 26 345 65 21.7 30 180.5 44.9 
Nov 3 9 0 60 0 0 0.4 0 10.6 0 
Dec 0 50 0 10 0 0 1.7 0 1.1 48.4 

Total 1024 798 1557 1396 1561 1024 1208.7 1367.9 1565.9 1140.2 

Source: Indian Meteorological Department (IMD) 

Table 2.02: Rainfall (mm) of Saraikela Kharsawa District 

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Month 
Jan 0.0 0.0 13.1 32.0 0.0 1.9 12.9 9.9 0.0 0.0 
Feb 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0 5.1 12.0 0.1 4.8 0.0 0.0 
Mar 0.0 0.0 7.4 0.0 0.0 4.8 15.9 1.4 0.0 0.0 
Apr 0.0 0.0 33.8 0.0 46.2 65.5 87.1 3.9 31.4 142.7 
May 104.6 0.0 84.5 0.0 149.9 109.0 48.8 93.5 120.1 41.6 
June 77.8 66.7 347.3 131.4 147.1 143.8 122.1 77.2 119.4 130.7 
July 342.5 90.2 210.0 270.8 197.4 270.8 513.4 271.7 539.3 262.9 
Aug 255.1 137.9 442.8 255.4 280.2 255.5 153.8 445.7 304.8 200.4 
Sep 249.4 214.3 309.0 252.2 271.2 294.4 101.4 272.6 87.5 131.7 
Oct 65.3 32.9 19.0 21.2 309.8 32.9 0.0 13.4 124.1 15.2 
Nov 0.0 0.0 0.0 29.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 2.7 0 
Dec 0.0 24.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 19.6 

Total 1094.7 566.1 1467.4 992.2 1406.9 1190.6 1055.4 1194.1 1329.3 944.8 

Source: Indian Meteorological Department (IMD) 
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The climatic data of these two districts for ten years clearly indicate the seasonal as well as 

annual variation of rainfall. Majority of the rainfall occured during monsoon time and other 

than monsoon months the amount of rainfall is neligable which adversely affect the 

inhabintants of that areas. Low amount of rainfall during non monsoon months lead to 

practice of single cropping and the rugged terrain does not allow to store the water for long 

duration, it also affecting the supply of drinking water as well. Low amount of  total rainfall 

in a year highly especially in 2009, 2010, 2014 and 2018 affect the human life in form of crop 

production and suppy of water for different purposes. 

Table 2.03: Mean Maximum and Mean Minimum Temperature (°C) by month in 

Puruliya District 

Year 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

Month Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min 
Jan 27 13 28 14 26 10 26 8 25 13 25 10 26 13 26 13 
Feb 28 14 33 16 31 15 31 12 31 15 29 14 29 15 31 16 
Mar 36 21 36 20 38 21 36 18 36 19 36 19 34 19 35 20 
Apr 39 24 41 24 42 25 36 20 38 22 39 23 41 24 37 23 
May 38 26 37 25 36 24 36 22 40 24 37 24 39 25 38 25 
June 30 26 38 28 37 24 34 22 39 26 34 24 38 26 36 25 
July 32 26 33 26 33 23 33 22 34 25 33 24 33 26 31 25 
Aug 33 26 33 26 34 23 32 22 33 26 32 23 33 26 32 25 
Sep 33 25 33 25 32 22 31 23 N.A N.A 33 25 33 26 34 24
Oct 33 23 33 21 32 20 33 22 33 22 31 23 32 23 34 21 
Nov 31 18 30 18 31 16 31 18 29 17 30 17 31 16 31 17 
Dec 28 15 28 13 26 9 31 8 26 12 27 13 27 12 26 14 

Source: Indian Meteorological Department (IMD) N.A = Data not available

Station Name: Bankura & Puruliya 

From the given diagrams in at the below it has found that in the year 2015 the maximum 

temperature recorded in the month of April (39°C) and lowest (13°C). It reveals that there is a 

huge variation in temperature over the year. The minimum temperature of the months of 

April, May, June, July, August, September, October are very close to each other varying 

between 24°C to 26°C. The above rainfall diagram is based on the data of 2015. The diagram 

reveals that in most of months there is a deficit of rainfall but in few months there are 

excessive rainfall especially in the month of July and such excessive rainfall caused 

devastating flash flood. 
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Fig. 2.07 
This diagram has shown the relationship between average temperature and mean rainfall of 

every month over the year. According to this diagram the mean rain and average temperature 

was high in the months of June, July, August and October. In the month July the mean 

rainfall and average temperature were high. In the month January there was no rainfall and 

lowest average temperature. 

2.8 Broad Physiography 

Broad physiographic divisions of Sanka Basin clearly indicate the firm correlation with major 

landforms. It also establishes relationship with soil formation, condition of water storage and 
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Fig. 2.08 

Fig. 2.09 
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land use land cover. Broadly there are four physiographic units (Fig 2.08). Northwest portion 

and a small portion in south east of the basin mainly consist of moderately dissected hills and 

valleys which is a structural origin. Near the middle portion to eastern side a small thin 

straight line patches of low dissected hills and valleys are present which a denudational origin 

is. The majority portion of the basin constituted with pediment pediplain complex from north 

to south of the basin. The major landforms (Fig. 2.09) of the study area provide more precise 

perspective. The rugged north and north-west portion of basin mainly consist of moderately 

dissected hills and valleys and antiformal hills. These area mainly covered by Sal forest. A 

small patch of moderately dissected hills and valleys are found near south east portion of the 

basin. Residual hills are also observed within pediment areas of north east side and middle 

portion. These are small hills with outcrops with less depth of soil cover. Near the middle 

portion to eastern side a small thin straight line patches of ridges are located. Small tributaries 

are originated and pass through these ridges. Pediment areas are covering the middle and 

north-west portion apart from antifrom and residual hills. In north east side some patches of 

pediments also observed. These pediments are mainly covered by weathered materials. 

Majority portions of pediments are occupied by forest cover or scrub or stony waste or barren 

land but in small portion near river valleys areas cultivation observed. Pediment, core stone 

and Tor composite areas observed in south east and south west portion of the basin and these 

areas are not suitable for any type of cultivation.  

Table 2.04: Area wise distribution of Landforms 

Sl. No. Landform Area (Sq. Km.) Area (%) 
1 Antiformal Hill 19.22 10.05 
2 Gullied Land 0.19 0.10 
3 Inselberg 0.27 0.14 
4 Pediment 36.27 18.97 
5 Pediment-Corestone-Tor Composite 6.65 3.48 
6 Pediplain 95.45 49.92 
7 Residual Hill 2.85 1.49 
8 Ridge 2.41 1.26 
9 Moderately Dissected Hills and Valleys 15.12 7.91 
10 Valley Fill 6.50 3.40 
11 Water Body - Others 5.38 2.82 
12 Water Body - Pond 0.89 0.46 

Total 191.20 100 
Source: Geological Survey India (GSI) 
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Pediplain areas are covering near about 50% areas of the basin (Table 2.04). These areas 

mainly suitable for cultivation due to less slope and comparatively thick soil cover. Within 

this pediplain areas inselberg are also found. The linear valleys of stream filled by sediments 

which is comprised with pebbles, gravel, cobbler, sand, silt and clay known as valley fill. 

Throughout the basin following the valleys of streams valley fill has observed. The Sanka 

River along with its tributaries, ponds and dams occupied a certain percentage of study areas.  

2.9 Demographic Characteristics/ Attributes 

The Sanka Basin falls within a drought prone area. As a result the population pressure is 

comparatively less than other areas. The basin area consist with 75 villages (Appendix 1) and 

one census town namely Balarampur (C.T.).  

Fig. 2.10 

Population distribution map (Fig. 2.10) has represented to show the concentration of 

population in different parts of the basin. Population distribution represented through dot map 

to pin point the population distribution of the Sanka Basin area village wise. Maximum 

population concentration observed in the villages which are located within foothill areas and 
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the villages which are located high altitude and maximum concentration of forest area the 

total population is less. Within the basin there is one village which is uninhabited as census of 

India, 2011. Earlier as per census 2001 there was two villages which were uninhabited 

namely Gobaria and Kamarjara and as per census 2011 only Kamarjara village is 

uninhabited and Gobaria having only Nine population, of Baghmundi block of Puruliya 

district (W.B.). The villages of Kukru block namely Uria, Berasisiram and villages of 

Nimdih block namely Heben, Lakri, Muru, Jhimri of the Saraikela District of Jharkhand state 

are densely populated. Majority of the villages of Baghmundi block having less population 

because these villages are located at high attitude and within maximum forest cover area. 

Genrua, Berma, Karma, Bela, Kana villages and Balarampur (C.T.) of Balarampur block and 

the villages namely Sankupi and Dhanudi of Baghmundi block of Puruliya district of West 

Bengal are densely populated. There is one village named Kamarjara of Baghmundi block is 

uninhabited. The village Gobaria of Baghmundi block having only nine populations 

according to 2011 census and this village was uninhabited during previous census means 

2001 census. 

Density of the population is measured with considering total population and its geographical 

area (Appendix 1). It shows the degree of concentration of population to a particular 

geographical area.  The total area of the basin consist with 75 villages and one census town 

namely Balarampur (C.T.).  Density of the population (Total population/ total geographical 

area in sq km) has calculated according to each village. The population density map (Fig. 

2.11) shows the areas of high to low density. The map shows villages of Balarampur and 

Kukru blocks of Puruliya and Saraikela Kharsawa district have high density of population. 

High density of population found in the villages namely Genrua, Bela, Benryardi and 

Balarampur C.T. of Balarampur block, villages of Baghmundi are Haridi, Dhanudih and 

Pargama (Kukru block).  Low population observed in Baghmundi block due huge cover of 

forest area. Adjacent villages of these highly dense villages are also nearly similar density of 

population. 
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Fig. 2.11 

Population compositions have also studied village wise of the basin area.  Population 

composition map has prepared on the basis of sex (male and female population) and on the 

basis of caste.  

Population composition map (Fig. 2.12) showing the ratio of male and female population 

village wise (Appendix 1). Majority villages have shown the male and female population 

compositions are nearly similar. Few villages have more male population than female 

population. The study area located within an economically backward region and the 

inhabitants of the villages have clear idea more family members will exert more pressure on 

their daily livelihood. As a result economic condition of the region plays an important role of 

birth control within the study area.  
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Fig.2.12 

Fig.2.13 
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Population composition map (Fig. 2.13) showing the village wise proportion of different 

caste population. The study area located within the districts of Puruliya and Saraikela 

Kharsawan which mainly dominated by tribal people. There are some villages within the 

study area which are mainly occupied tribal people comprising with more than 99% schedule 

tribe people e.g. Dhaska and Inchadih of Baghmudi and Balarampur blocks of Puruliya. The 

village Giting Lahar of Balarampur has more than 97% tribal people. There are many other 

villages like Heben, Lakri, Bagri, Burudih, Kishundih, Sindurpur and Kashipur of Saraikela 

Kharsawan district and Lawaki, Neudih, Baraha Chatarma, Karma, Brindabanpur, Inchadih, 

Dhaska, Giting Lahar, munibera, Rugri, Dhaksa, and Panra of Puruliya have higher number 

of Schedule Tribe population than other categories. 

2.10 Conclusion 

Sanka River is a tributary of Subarnarekha River and it is flowing through the Chotonagpur 

plateau as a result the river is highly controlled by the geological structure due to presence of 

underlain hard rock. The upper reach of basin is mainly occupied by hilly area and rugged 

upper plateau which acts as a catalyst for flash flood and scarcity of storage of surface water. 

The amount of average rainfall is medium but due to terrain condition the amount of 

infiltration is less than the runoff. As a result the upper reach of the basin have comparatively 

lesser population density than the lower reach.  
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